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Lululemon adds dozens of new styles to their 'We Made Too Much' section each week -- here are our favorite looks from the latest inclusions

Yahoo Sports is committed to finding you the best products at the best prices. We may receive a share from purchases made via links on this page. Pricing and availability is subject to change.
Spring is just a few days away and if your wardrobe is in need of a major refresh, Lululemon is here to help. The retail giant consistently adds new items to their rotating 'We Made Too Much' (aka: sale) section and the latest inclusions are worth a serious look. Between high-waist biker shorts, a beautiful powder blue pullover and a carryall that makes it easy to commute from home to office, sizes are already quickly running low and restocks aren't guaranteed.
We listed nine great finds below, but the entire collection boasts hundreds of great transitional pieces and workout essentials. Take advantage of these savings while products are still available and prices are at an all-time low.





"I bought this a few weeks ago and have been wearing it everywhere. It's so comfortable and stylish. I have gotten many compliments on it from how soft the fabric is, to the color, and style. The material is quick drying, perfect for both cool and heat. I love this purchase so much."





"I really like this top - it's almost more than a workout top due to the fit. The hem at the waist is slightly banded, so the top blouses a tiny tiny bit. I was worried the holes in the shirt would be super see-through, but they're not - you can maybe see a vague outline of your bra, but it's not obvious. Almost want to buy two so I have a backup!"





"These fit beautifully. The waist is high and hits on the smallest part of my waist, making them both flattering and practical as they do not roll or slide down. The waist has seams to support the weight of items in the back pocket, my iPhone 12 mini fits with its case no problem. Nulu fabric is soft and smooth as usual and the length is perfect and does not ride up. These fit true to size. I am 5’7” with a slim build and athletic legs. These are fantastic shorts!"





"I bought this during a sale and it was one of my best purchases! Had to size down and still had plenty of room. Very warm and the color is beautiful."





"These feel like butter. Incredibly comfortable. I assumed they would be nice to wear. But, I want to live in these."





"I’m loving the water repellent materials! My belongings would be safe and sound inside even if I’m standing in the pouring rain. And the features are great, especially the small sling bag that I wear separately. Worth every penny!"





"Great shirt for EVERYTHING! I love how this shirt looks with my Lululemon tights and shorts. Plus, I can wear it for any activity and stay cool."










"It’s a great on-the-go bag for make-up/toiletries. The compartments make it easy to keep everything organized and its size is surprisingly large for how little space it takes."
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Mock Draft Monday with PFF's Trevor Sikkema: Cowboys fill needs, Vikings and Broncos land QBs

We continue our 'Mock Draft Monday' series with PFF's Trevor Sikkema joining Matt Harmon the pod. Sikkema provides his five favorite picks from his latest mock draft as well as his least favorite pick. The PFF draft expert also shares what goes into his methodology when crafting a mock, especially as inch even closer to night one of the draft.
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Fantasy Baseball: Seven pieces of draft advice to ensure success in 2024

Fred Zinkie shares winning strategies to keep in mind when drafting your team this fantasy baseball season.
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Fantasy baseball draft rankings for second basemen

Check out where our fantasy analysts have the top second basemen ranked going into the 2024 season.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: The safest players in Rounds 1-10 of drafts

Who has the least amount of worries attached to them in 2024? Jorge Martin reveals the steadiest performers for each of the first 10 rounds.
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2024 MLB breakouts: Who will make a fantasy baseball splash this season?

The Yahoo Fantasy Baseball and MLB crews unite and reveal their favorite breakout candidates set to cut loose in 2024.
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Dark-horse candidates to lead MLB in home runs could also offer fantasy baseball draft value

If you're looking for under-the-radar candidates to hit the most round trippers in 2024, Dalton Del Don has a collection of power brokers to consider.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: Wyatt Langford leads 7 key draft sleepers from the outfield

Fantasy baseball analyst Dalton Del Don continues his sleeper series identifying draft gems at every position. This time, he highlights some outfielders.
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Elly De La Cruz shows power/speed combo with 450-foot HR and inside-the-park HR

The Reds shortstop is still one of the most fun players in MLB.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: 12 sleeper pitchers not getting enough love in drafts

Fantasy baseball analyst Dalton Del Don wraps up his positional sleeper series with the pitchers!
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: Our favorite comeback player for the season

Everyone loves a good comeback story. The Yahoo Fantasy baseball crew reveals whom they think is about to set things right in 2024.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: The most underrated players in Rounds 1-10 of drafts

Who is ready to outperform their ADP? Jorge Martin uncovers players in the first 10 rounds who should be going higher in fantasy baseball drafts.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball Mock Draft 3.0 — A masterclass of chaos

Andy Behrens recaps the final baseball mock draft for the Yahoo Fantasy crew ahead of the season, where one team definitely stood out.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball Draft Blueprint: It's time to choose your own adventure!

It's finally here — Scott Pianowski offers a complete blueprint to crushing your fantasy baseball drafts and building successful teams for the 2024 MLB season.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: 24 last-minute draft tips ahead of MLB Opening Day

With Opening Day just days away, Scott Pianowski delivers his final, crucial fantasy baseball draft tips.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: The most overrated players in Rounds 1-10 of drafts

Whose ADP is too high? What other players could be drafted instead? Jorge Martin dives into who are the most overrated players through Round 10 going into 2024 fantasy drafts.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: Draft values we love this season

The Yahoo Fantasy crew reveals some of their favorite draft-day value picks with just a few days left until MLB Opening Day.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball Updates: Jackson Chourio makes the team and more from spring training

Fred Zinkie catches up fantasy baseball managers on all the pertinent spring training happenings to help set a plan for drafts.
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2024 Fantasy Baseball: The No. 1 draft target per category

Jorge Martin projects which players will lead MLB in the offensive and pitching categories this season.
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Bold fantasy baseball predictions for the 2024 MLB season

The Yahoo Fantasy baseball and MLB crews come together to reveal their hottest takes with the 2024 season kicking off.
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WrestleMania 40 Night 2 results, grades, analysis: Cody Rhodes defeats Roman Reigns to win the Undisputed WWE Universal title

WrestleMania 40 wrapped on Sunday night in truly spectacular fashion, delivering an action-packed card from start to finish, including a main event that will perhaps go down as the greatest in professional wrestling history.
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